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Abstract
This paper presents primary results of translation spoken

Czech to Signed Czech and a synthesis of signs by the com-
puter animation. The synthesis of animation employs a sym-
bolic notation. An automatic process of synthesis generates the
articulation of hands from this notation. The translation system
is built on the statistical ground. For the notation of the new
signs, the graphic editor is designed.

1. Introduction
The barrier in the communication between hearing and deaf
people should make everyday complication. The problem is that
hearing people have bad familiarity of sign language and deaf
with the structure of spoken language. Therefore our aim is the
research in area of everyday communication system. The re-
search includes audiovisual speech recognition, the recognition
of sign speech, the translation between spoken and sign speech.

The text to sign speech system is computer system which
allows creating sign utterance from written text. The system in-
cludes two parts. The first part is the automatic written form
translation of speech and the second part is the synthesis of the
signs. The role of synthesis is the automatic simulation of the
human hand motions. This creates pictures of signed human
model (avatar), for example on computer screen. The connec-
tion of these parts of system creates the complex unit which
determines translation of written text to the animation of sign
language. One of possible applications is a virtual sign inter-
preter for example in TV news.

There is no universal sign language. Czech Sign Language
(CSE) has the specific morphology, phonetics and grammar.
The basic item like in other sign languages is the sign. The sign
mostly matches one word or conception in spoken language but
this do not hold true in any case. The sign has two components:
the manual and nonmanual. The nonmanual component ex-
presses the gesture of face, the motion and position of head and
other parts of upper body. The manual component is expressed
by shapes, motions and positions of hands. The signs are real-
ized in a sign space. The sign space is approximately specified
by top of head, elbows sideways raise and horizontal line below
stomach. The main difference between spoken Czech and CSE
is that the CSE is visual-motoric language. This language is not
perceived by hearing but eyes. The sign language is based on
shapes and motions in space but not on the acoustic.

This paper deals in detail with one-sided translation of spo-
ken Czech to Signed Czech (SC). SC is simpler variant of CSE.
SC uses the sign vocabulary of CSE but the word order is close
to spoken Czech. The nonmanual component is not necessary
for meaning or understanding of sign. For this purpose, the ma-
chine translation and symbol base notation is employed. The

synthesis of animation makes the parsing of symbols and also
uses geometric model of human for the final rendering. Anima-
tion technique enables the complete articulation of all fingers
and both arms.

2. Related works of translation and
synthesis systems

In principle, there are two ways how to solve the synthesis of
sign language by the computer. The first of them can be called
data driven synthesis and the second synthesis from the sym-
bolic formulation. The principles of the translation system can
be divided in similar way. We can either implement the trans-
lation of written word to sequences of signs by set of linguistic
rules or use the data driven methods.

Each approach has the procedure of solving and some ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The data-driven synthesis of an-
imation is built on a record of the signing person. This data
are processed and then applied directly to the animation. The
advantage is the direct obtaining of full 3D trajectories that are
acceptable by the animation and also really realistic motions of
the human model (avatar). The disadvantages are the accuracy
and extensibility. For the obtaining of exact data, we need very
much expensive equipment. The motion of arms is recorded
by some specialized capture system for example VICOM1. The
various shapes of both hands have to be simultaneously mea-
sured by two data gloves and for face gestures we need further
motion capture system. On the other hand the advantages of a
symbolic notation are in the accuracy (this depends on the kind
of the transcription system), the easy editing and the extensibil-
ity. The disadvantages of a symbolic notation are in the compli-
cated conversion of symbols to the articulation trajectories and
also perceivable robotic like movements.

The translation of spoken speech to the signed form that
is based on data driven approach promises good results [1, 2].
However this approach needs the parallel corpora. Their creat-
ing is time consuming and requires manual annotation of large
texts. The translation based on rules promises exact results but
the creation of set of rules requires the expert’s knowledge.
Nevertheless the set of rules does not ensure the involvement
of all variant of some sign grammar. We have made the inves-
tigations in the synthesis of SC which is based on the symbols
descriptions of CSE signs with combination of data driven ma-
chine translation. The scheme of the designed system is in the
Fig. 1.

1http://www.vicon.com
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Figure 1: The schema of translation and synthesis system. The
vocabulary is created by SLAPE editor. The new signs in sym-
bolic meaning are processed by synthesis subsystem HamAna.
There is determined the analysis of sequence of Hamnosys sym-
bols. The translation subsystem enables to translate the sen-
tence to sequence of signs. The concatenated trajectories con-
trol the animation model.

3. Editor of Hamnosys symbols
We can found several notations for general gestures and also for
gestures of various sign languages [3, 4]. Some of them are de-
signed for general purpose but the major part comes from the
linguistic research in sign languages, where substitute the writ-
ten form. We made the choice of notation with respect to the
notation ambiguity and to the automatic computer processing
possibility. The result of the selection was the Hamburg no-
tation system (Hamnosys) [5]. There is the lowest degree of
ambiguity, good meaning of symbols, full description of arm
movements and partial notation of nonmanual component. This
promises the intuitive notation or editing and the accuracy of
synthesis. The specification Hamnosys 3.0 enables to notate ar-
bitrary shape of hand and motion. The signs are notated like
isolate words; there is analogy with spoken language. The gen-
eral structure of sign is in the Fig. 2. The alphabet of letters has
the symbolic meaning. The hamnosys has approximately 200
letters (symbols). The letters are composed to blocks (analogy
with syllables). We can notate blocks of symmetry, start shape
and position of hands and actions. For example 31 symbols for
hand describe all possible shapes.

the symmetry
the starting

hands setup
the actions

the nonmanual

components
the hand shape

the orientation

of hand

the location of

hand

Figure 2: The general structure of the sign in the Hamnosys
notation. Each block substitutes several symbols for the given
meaning. Blocks are not obligatory but the order has to be kept.

The disadvantage of direct notation without having any ed-
itor is the possibility to make the structural mistakes. Hence we

have developed the editor SLAPE (Portable Sign Language Ed-
itor). SLAPE is used for the sign vocabulary creating. SLAPE
enables to notate some new signs in simple graphic way and ed-
its already saved signs. Thus the annotators avoid the notation
of incorrect sequences of symbols. The one condition is only
the fundamental familiarity with sign language.

The Inventory of Czech Sign Language [6] is used for the
creating of complete vocabulary of signs. This dictionary has
more then 3000 simple or linked signs and covers the funda-
mental vocabulary of Czech deaf community. The video record
of signed persons from the front and side views is supplied for
each item of this dictionary. These two views are useful for
precise notation of 3D information.

The SLAPE is implemented as the web interface. The cre-
ated notation may be either used for saving and sending or pro-
cessed for synthesis system. The server is implemented in Java
and the client part in HTML and Java Script.

4. MUSSLASYN - The synthesis system
The imagination of signs from the symbolic notation may be
intuitive but the automatic generation of final sign animation is
a complicated task. For the conversion process of written sym-
bols to arm motions, the algorithm has to use similar techniques
as used by humans .

Our synthesis system automatically generates the se-
quences of feature frames which the animation renders to final
pictures. We divide this process to three parts: the parsing of
symbols into tree structure, the processing of symbols and the
generating of trajectories.

PARSER
SYMBOLS

PROCESSING

TRAJECTORY

PROCESSING

rules symbols AVATAR modelHamAna

symbol

sign

trajectory

sign

Figure 3: The schema of synthesis system. The sign in symbolic
meaning is transferred to parse tree. The symbol processing
puts together the information from each symbol and trajectory
processing generates the sequences of animation frames on the
output.

4.1. Parsing of symbolic sign

The meaning of each symbol can be given by context thus we
use the tree representation of signs. This structure is suitable
for further computer processing. The analysis of the Ham-
nosys leads to the description based on the context-free gram-
mar G. This grammar is defined by four symbol groups G =
(Vt, Vn, P, S). The creating of grammar requires the determi-
nation of terminal symbols Vt, nonterminal symbols Vn, the set
of rules P and starting symbol S. We collect Vt symbols di-
rectly from Hamnosys symbols. The subset of Hamnosys sym-
bols determines all of Vt symbols. The auxiliary symbols Vn

are chosen according to the generalization of the processed in-
put sequences and are in the relation to the parsing rules P .
We construct 361 parsing rules. An example is in the Fig. 4.
The application of these rules decides whether input sequence
is generated by grammar or not. Our structure of rules is follow-
ing: one left nonterminal symbol, number of action and a right
side of the rule (for example HT1(026)TMT , where HT1 is
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left nonterminal symbol, (026) is number of action and TMT
is the right side). The right side is given by one or combina-
tion of Vt and Vn symbols. The number of action indicates the
action that is joined with the rule. There are 28 actions. For
syntactic analysis we implemented Earley algorithm [7]. The
output of parsing is the information whether the input sequence
of Hamnosys symbols is structurally correct and also the parse
tree. The example of the parse tree is in the Fig.6.

the rule the description

T (001) < the symbol for hand shape < is generalized on the

symbol T

HT1 (026) T MT the generalized hand shape T is modif ied by symbol

MT

VHO (006) ¾ HO2 % HO2 ¿ the processing of orientation of left and right palm

separately

HAMNOSYS (202) HH1 one from output rules, HAMNOSYS is the starting

symbol

Figure 4: The example of four rules. The left symbol of rule is
translated to the symbols on the right side.

4.2. Processing of symbols

If the sign is accepted by parser we have the parse tree and we
know the path to each leaf node. Each node has also information
about the link to the rule action and the subtree of child nodes.
The processing of symbols is carried out by several tree walks.
The first tree walk provides the reading of information items
about leaf node from the file (the action number 001). The list
of all read items is in the Tab. 1. The items are not obligatory.
We have saved information about 138 Hamnosys symbols. The
list can be divided to the three logic parts: location, motion
and hand shape. Each node is given by these items separately
for dominant and nondominant hand and also the flags about
presence of value per each item. The example of the read items
is in the

Table 1: The list of the items. These items are stored for each
Hamnosys symbol. The needed items are collected for the par-
ticular symbol only.

the location

the name of pointer body segment
the index of pointer segment
the name of location segment
the array of location indexes
the index to array of location indexes
the distance from location segment

the motion

the vector of relative change (x, y, z)
the type of motion
the size of amplitude
the amplitude gain
the turning of motion amplitude
the angles for circle sector

the orientation the orientation of wrist (α, β, γ)

the hand shape

the hand shape, vector of dimension 21
the angles for three times finger flexion
the mask for finger selection
the shape of thumb

Fig. 5.

hamsym.dat

HAMSYM T
fingor 180.0 90.0 0.0

HAMSYM ~
locsegname hanim_l5

idxloc 1 1 1 1 1

whichidxloc 2

distance 0.4

HAMSYM ¼
typemov zigzag

turn 0.0

amplit 1.0

Figure 5: The example of the stored item for Hamnosys’s sym-
bols. First for the orientation of hand, the second for location on
the body and the last for the modifier of the direct movement.

The second tree walk process the tree from the leafs to
the root. The processing merges information from the children
nodes to the relevant parent node. This tree walk applies the
modify symbols into the meaning symbols. This representation
of sign is still independent on the geometry of the animation
model.

4.3. Generator of trajectories

The last step of synthesis algorithm is creating trajectories for
animation. We define trajectory as the time sequence of frames.
Each frame describes static position of hand in space, the ori-
entation of wrist and hand shape. These values are sufficient
for the complete arm settings of our animation model. The fre-
quency of frames is implicitly set to 25 frames per sec. The
generator of trajectories makes also next several tree walks. The
first tree walk marks the nodes in the parallel subtrees. The pos-
sibility of the simultaneousness leads to the technique that gen-
erates the trajectories separately for each leaf node. Thus the
second tree waking creates trajectories. The steps of algorithms
are processed according to the linked actions. Following actions
are carried out:

• The primary evaluating of only first and last frame of leaf
node trajectory

• The transfer of the first and last frame to the parent
nodes. The transfer is controlled by the parallel flag and
the indication of the repetition modifier. In this state of
algorithm, the nonmanual gestures of shoulder, body and
head or the some random motions have to be applied.

• The inserting of each leaf node duration. The length of
trajectory is given by number of frames. Here is also
ensured that the trajectories of two parallel subtree have
the identical length.

• The generation of full trajectory for leaf nodes and tra-
jectory concatenating. The trajectories are merged from
children to the relevant parent nodes, repeated or in-
versed according to Hamnosys’s movement modalities.

The result of this second tree walk is only one trajectory
in root node. This trajectory is complete for the dominant arm.
The trajectory for the nondominant arm is either empty or in-
complete.
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the sign "dobrý den":

Figure 6: The example of the parse tree for Czech sign ”dobrý den” in the Hamnosys notation. The first branching of sign is to the
subtrees: the starting hand setup and the movement section. The starting setup subtree is composed from subtrees of hand shape, hand
orienatation and location. The movement subtree is composed from five partial actions in two parallel subtrees.

The last step of trajectory generation is the completion of
trajectory for the nondominant arm. If the symbols of sym-
metry are notated then the nondominant trajectory is computed
according to dominant trajectory or is set to the init value. The
creation of symmetric signs on the trajectory level is useful for
this purpose, for example the most common parallel or left-right
mirrored movements.

The generation of trajectories requires the particular geom-
etry of animation model. The items of segment names are filled
by the absolute values that are taken from the model geometry.
Generally the orientation of the wrist depends on position of el-
bows. Thus the full setting of arms is given by some inverse
kinematics calculation. We used the real-time inverse kinemat-
ics techniques IKAN [8]. For the correct contact of hand, the
algorithm calculates firstly the location of nondominant arm and
then the dominant. The location of hand is implicitly given by
the position of wrist join in 3D space. If the precise contact of
dominant hand to other segments of body is notated then the po-
sition of wrist for dominant hand is recomputed in the relation
with the relevant pointer segment. This location is then saved to
the trajectory frame. That is why the final trajectories depends
on the geometry of animation model.

5. The translation of Czech to Sign speech
5.1. Process of Translation

We have chosen an existing train timetable dialogue corpus
(TTDC) [9] as a base of our Czech – Sign Speech corpus. The
choice of this corpus has a lot of advantages. Firstly, the TTDC
contains records of a spontaneous telephone communication
between operator and user, so the corpus covers whole well-

defined task. Secondly, every dialog is transcribed carefully to
the Czech. Thirdly, the dialogs are provided with dialog act
and semantic annotation. Fourthly, the TTDC is the corpus of a
spontaneous telephone speech. Results acquired from it can be
used in real-life and telephone applications. It opens the world
of telephone communication for deaf users. Fifthly, the same
corpus can be used for training of complete system translating
from the spoken language to the sign language (a speech recog-
nizer on one side and a translation system and graphical avatar
on other side). In the first stage of corpus building we have
decided to extend the TTDC corpus by Signed Czech transla-
tion of dialogues. The SC sentence has the same grammatical
structure like Czech sentence and uses the signs of CSE corre-
sponding to the individual Czech words. The SC sentence in
written form can be simply represented by a sequence of CSE
signs. Every CSE sign is represented by unique string. To speed
up manual translation process we have extended annotation tool
DAE, proposed in [9]. This software, including our extension,
is distributed under GPL license and is available for download
at project webpage [10].

Every translator uses the same CSE dictionary to ensure a
consistence of translations. We use a text version of the most
extensive CSE dictionary [6]. We have added two special signs
into the dictionary. The first is used in the case when some
Czech word is not translated in the corresponded SC sentence.
And the second is used for the words, which need to be finger-
spelled. This dictionary is a part of our annotation tool DAE.
And the translator can choose only the signs from this dictionary
in translation process of dialogues.

We use an explicit alignment too. The translator has to
match every Czech word with one or more signs in SC sen-
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tence. Each sign can be matched with more Czech words too.
For example SC sentence (English literal translations of original
SC sentence): ”good morning I need when go regional train to
old pilsen small thing” corresponds to Czech sentence: ”good
morning I have a question how can I go today by regional
train to old pilsen”. Here on one hand the Czech words good
and morning correspond to one sign good-mornig and on other
hand the word old pilsen corresponds to three signs old , pilsen
and small-thing . The explicit alignment has some advantages.
We can simply check if the translator translates all words from
Czech sentence (i.e. every Czech word has to be assigned at
least one sign). And we can straightly create a bilingual dic-
tionary, which is phrase based (one or more Czech words can
corresponds to one or more signs).

5.2. Direct Translation System based on Explicit Alignment

The bilingual dictionary with phrases can be used as a simple
direct translation system. If there are more possible translations
for one word/phrase we choose the most probable possibility.
We have collected 151 dialogues in SC since February 2006.
We have used 136 dialogues for dictionary creation and the rest
15 dialogues for testing. The statistical data and results are in
Table 2.

Table 2: The result of direct translation system.

Training data Testing data
no. of sentences 2276 173
no. of distinct words 1345 270
no. of distinct signs 378 135
no. of running words - 949
no. of OOV words - 54(5.69%)
SER[%] - 22.0
WER[%] - 12.34

SER is the sentence error rate, it is a ratio of bad sentence
translations to a number of all translated sentences. WER, word
error rate, is similarly a ratio of bad word translations to a num-
ber of all translated words.

6. Animation model
The animation system renders the output picture of ’the virtual
sign interpreter’. The several effective computer representations
of human bone exist that are suitable for general animation. We
choose the specification which is designed by Humanoid ani-
mation working group (H-anim) 2. H-anim arose from the de-
velopment of 3D web tools and the virtual reality. H-anim spec-
ification is sufficient for this purpose because we can describe
detailed and structured model of human. Next reason is also
the connection between animation and our 3D talking head sys-
tem [11].

The complete H-anim specification defines 89 joints and
body segments. We used only subset 38 joints and segments.
18 joints per arm ensure the fully articulation of hand.

The animation model is controlled by the computed trajec-
tories. One trajectory frame determines the location and the ori-
entation of the wrist join in 3D space and full hand shape. The
arm rotation including elbow joins is given by the inverse kine-
matics [8]. This technique use the combination of analytic and

2www.h-anim.org

numeric methods and is applicable in real-time. We only initial-
ize this method by size of arm and joint limits and the method
returns 7 correct values of arm rotation. The hand shape is di-
rectly set from trajectory frame.

The animation model is combined with the talking head
model. The animation of talking head is controlled separately.
The system of head model controlling creates articulation of
lips, teeth and tongue according to the visual speech targets.
The synchronization has to be solved because the visual speech
is reproduced simultaneously with animation of sign. The ex-
ample of first animation model is shown in the Fig. 7. There are
five pictures of one Czech signs in the comparison with the real
person.

7. Conclusion and future work
The described system of translation and synthesis of Czech sign
language includes the editor SLAPE for the notation symbolic
signs. The SLAPE is suitable for the creating new signs or
the correction saved signs. The dictionary of symbolic signs
is used for translation and synthesis techniques. SLAPE is im-
plemented as the web application and should serve for public
use.

The methods of synthesis create the shape and movements
of both arms by the control trajectories. These trajectories are
automatically generated from the notated sequence of Ham-
nosys symbols. Firstly the methods of synthesis convert the se-
quence to the tree structure. The Earley parser was adopted for
this purpose. Next the several tree walks process the symbols
and at the end the trajectories are created. The hand locations
and shapes are derived for specific animation model.

The animation model is designed with respect to H-anim
standard. The articulation of arms is achieved by the rotation of
relevant joints. The values of rotation are set in real-time from
the locations of both hands by the inverse kinematics. The final
animation is rendered on the computer screen. The application
is written in C and OpenGL 3.

The translation of written Czech to SC is based on statistical
techniques. The Czech sentence in text form is transform to the
sequence of symbolic signs and geometric trajectories. The ob-
tained trajectories are concatenated to the continuous animation
of whole sentence.

The future work will deal with the investigation in next
hand contacts that are in the Hamnosys notation in details. Next,
the nonmanual part of signs that is second component of sign
language will be controlled. This will lead to the adding of new
synthesis rules and methods. In the area of animation, the de-
tection of hand collisions will be involved. The technique of the
synchronization of the visual speech with animation of signs has
to be proposed. The translation will be trained on large parallel
corpora in order to more robust and wider application.
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